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Unquestionably, there is
progress. The average
American now pays out twice
as much in taxes as he formerly
got in wages.
H. L. Mencken

4 Reasons Why
Blackboards
Are More
Relevant Than
Blackboard
by Ryan Grainger
~ Daily Bull ~

We’ve all been there. You’re sitting in class, perfectly content
(with the exception of that
hangover. No? Just me? Moving on…) and then the teacher
nonchalantly mentions some
project. That you haven’t done.
Which is due tomorrow.
Awwww fuck… at this point it’s
safe to say that the only thing you
can do is to look at the syllabus
and hope you can BS the whole
thing in one night. Now the only
question remaining is “Where
the dicks is my syllabus?” Not
to worry, you’ll just email the
professor for a copy. Hours later,
still no reply. But wait! You have
Blackboard! All you have to do
is to scour the web for the link,
log on, sacrifice a virgin (don’t
... see 000000 board on back
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My 9-9-9 Plan
Good day my fellow American,
My name is Herman Cain and as you probably already know, I am running for president.
It is obvious that there is something wrong
with America
when people
are struggling to
purchase hot,
delicious, juicy
pizza made to
order. What a
sad day it is in
America when
a pizza shop
closes but as
we are seeing
now, this is happening.

When elected president, I will sign into
law my 9-9-9 plan for American Growth.
That’s right! You get a 9 inch pizza and 9
inches of cheezy bread for 9 bucks. Isn’t
that a deal!?

Te l l m e ,
where else
can I get
so much
satisfaction
for so little?
You get the
9 inch pizza
featuring a
piping-hot
cardboard
crust, thick
and gooey
American
It fist started Not to mention, You can get 9 breadsticks, for just .99 cents more! c h e e s e
with a Pizza Hut down in Loredo, Texas. Then
slices and pasteurized, processed meat
we saw the likes of a pizzeria in New York
food. It’s so delicious I usually have one
City fall. We know that these are not isolated
between courses at the Country Club!
events; more shops are closing by the tens.
Don’t forget! With this plan, you also
get 9 whole inches of cheezy bread
My friends, you must understand that I cried
deliciousness.
the day the first delicious pizza shop closed
but you must also understand that from my
Think about it-- how often do you find
tears grew the strength and courage I now
yourself wishing there was some greasy,
have to become President of these here
lukewarm, cheese covered stale bread
United States of America.
around to hit the spot? Well with my 9-9-9
... see Mmmm... cheezy on back

So if you have twins named Simon and
Peter, does that mean they are the same
person? And is Peter better?

Sudoku - Crafting Numbers!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Real Food! Real Spices! Fresh Veggies!
Artisan Crusts! Tons of Toppings!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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worry, they’re all over the place around on Blackboard? Really? Never? I thought
here), navigate the clunky interface and so. When was the last time you found
then download whatever documents information relevant to your class on a
you were looking
blackboard? At least
for. Now that’s how
once. Blackboards:
things would work
1, Blackboard: 0
in a perfect world
- a world without
Blackboards are
Blackboard.
easier to use.
Chances are if
Do you have to log
you’ve ever used
onto a blackboard?
blackboard you
No. In order to get
know that it’s a vile,
what you want out
archaic, untouched
of a blackboard all
wasteland where
you have to do is
your hopes and
look at it. Logging
dreams go to die.
onto blackboard
I’d even say that Even Einstein was known to use a blackboard! though? Find a
blackboards are more useful than black- friend with a physics degree because
board. How, you ask? Well…
that shit is rocket science. And let’s face it,
even though we’re a technical school we
Blackboards are more likely to have don’t have an infinite supply of virgins. Seriwhat you need on them.
ously, even people in the CS department
get some from somewhere. Blackboards:
When was the last time you actually 2, Blackboard: 0
found information relevant to your class
It’s possible to have fun with a blackboard.
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Fact: It is impossible to have fun with
blackboard. Seriously, go ahead. Try
it… See? Trying to use blackboard is like
slamming your wang in a car door. It’s
never going to be a pleasant experience.
On the other hand, you can always play
games like hangman on a blackboard. Or you could just draw
wangs. Whatever, I’m not going to
judge. Blackboards: 3, Blackboard: 0

American Corporations Begin Outsourcing Politicians
by Ian Smith~ Daily Bull

A frenzy has begun in Washington DC as “Big Business” lobbyists such as AT&T and GE start to pull their support in lieu of the
recent Occupy Wall Street protests.
“As you can imagine, we have to act quickly in order to maintain our power inside Congress. So we chose the only logical
option. We shipped our monetary support overseas, to cheaper representatives that will work longer hours,” stated a lobbyist from Exxon Mobil. “Just imagine if these dirty hippies got this ‘equality’ they want. Where would that leave me and my
company? We would have to make money using our own intuition. These protesters treat us like peasants. It’s just despicable.”
Luckily, The Bull was able to get the inside scoop on GE’s plans for their proposed foreign representatives. Our source asked
to remain nameless. “Well we at GE opened up the application exclusively in Asian countries such as Taiwan, Malaysia, China,
and Japan. We managed to bag a guy perfect for the job.
Also, we have established sweat- uh. I mean... VOTE shops where we are able to pay illegal immigrants to do all the heavy
deliberating and the final voting, without having to spend extra money on luxuries such as functioning ventilation, safe and
clean work environments, respectable salaries, and lunch breaks. We then pass off those decisions to the front man. GE’s
chosen representative being Li Kang. He came from a small farming village in southern Taiwan, and he will hold a seat in D.C.
representing Wisconsin’s 5th congressional district.”
Political analysts have estimated the final representative count will resemble the following: Asia – 257 reps, Middle East – 123
reps, Central and South America – 54, and Ron Paul – 1.
... Mmmm... Cheezy from front

often. Which never gets used anyway.)? deal, it’s yours! I love eating cheezy bread,
Ah, yeah. That’s right. Blackboards: 4, whether it be in the shower or on the ski
slope or while crying and masturbating.
Blackboard: 0
That shit’s delicious!
Well, I hope we’ve all learned something
here today. Maybe we learned to ap- I often start by just licking the bread. I mean
preciate blackboards a little bit more. Or from base to tip. I just slob on it, making
not. Either way, I don’t really care. Because, sure not to miss a spot. Then when I think
in the end I know we’re never going to it can’t take it anymore I put just the first
successfully kill Blackboard. Now, if you’d inch or so in my mouth and tease it a little.
excuse me, I have to go find a few virgins.
I lost a few syllabi…

No need to rush. Finally, when I think I can’t
take it anymore, I just go for it! Making sure
not to use my teeth I relax my esophagus
and slide it deep into my throat. I’m not
done just quite yet, no sirree. I then push
and pull the cheezy bread in and out of
my throat until it eventually becomes limp
allowing me to swallow the whole load.
Cheesy…

Hopefully when my plan
is put into action, every
American can enjoy my
9-9-9 plan as much, and
as frequently, as I plan to.

Blackboards don’t raise tuition
prices.
Quick question: What do you think
you’re paying more for? Blackboards
the school has been using for
decades or blackboard (that the There, now that we understand women. We
university has to pay for every so can move on to our next subject, Quantum shit.

Let me remind you, we
are taking about 9 inches of Made-in-America
cheezy bread goodness.
No centimeter bullshit
here. Just the good stuff.

Nine. Nine. Nine dollar nine inch! Cheezy! I’m Herman CAIN.

Thanks,
Herman Cane

